Call for:

Sponsors & Exhibitors

8TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ON ADOLESCENT HEALTH
Learn more here: bit.ly/AHIConfer

36 Manor St.
Manchester, NH 03102
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*VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON
OPPORTUNITIES
The Annual Conference on Adolescent
Health brings together an interdisciplinary
community of health care professionals to
share research and best practices aimed at
improving adolescent-centered care. More
than half of the sessions at the event are
co-facilitated by youth, and the planning of
the Conference is guided by the AHI Teen
Advisory Council (TAC TAC).
The in-person portion of the Conference
will be held in Ypsilanti, Michigan, at the
Ann Arbor Marriott Ypsilanti at Eagle Crest.
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BECOME A SPONSOR OF THE
ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
ADOLESCENT HEALTH
Sponsoring the hybrid Conference offers the
opportunity to:
Connect with a growing audience of over
450 health care professionals across
fields.
Build relationships with a national
audience, spanning over 30 states and
multiple countries.
Reach a diverse community of providers,
nurses, social workers, health educators,
students, and more.

“The ability to connect
with the attendees at this
event was excellent. The
conversations fostered so
many innovative directions
and a greater appreciation
for possibilities.”
-Previous Sponsor

PLATINUM SPONSOR
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$10,000

Name of organization, description, & logo in the Virtual
Hub
Name of organization, description, & logo in person
Recognition on AHI's website & social media channels
Premium banner in the Virtual Hub
Two push notifications sent at high traffic times
Featured in AHI's newsletter reaching 9,000+
Recognition in opening remarks on both days of the
event
Exhibiting table both in-person & virtually
PDF attachment included in the Virtual Hub & for print
Six staff registrations or scholarships
Attendee list access
Recognition in Virtual Hub instruction email sent to all
attendees

PLATINUM LEVEL

GOLD SPONSOR
$5,000
Name of organization, description, & logo in Virtual
Hub
Recognition on AHI's website & social media
channels
Recognition on Featured Speaker push notification
Recognition on Featured Speaker section of Virtual
Hub
Recognition in Featured Speaker slides & remarks
Exhibiting table both in-person & virtually
PDF attachment included in Virtual Hub
Two staff registrations or scholarships

GOLD LEVEL
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SILVER SPONSOR
$1,000
Name of organization, description, & logo in Virtual
Hub
Recognition on AHI's website & social media
channels
Recognition in award ceremony remarks
Banner recognition in virtual exhibiting hall
Exhibiting table both in-person & virtually
One scholarship or staff attendance

SILVER LEVEL
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BRONZE SPONSOR
$500
Name of organization in Virtual Hub & poster
Recognition on AHI's website & social media
channels
Recognition in youth presentation remarks
Recognition in youth presentation section of Virtual
Hub

BRONZE LEVEL
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IN-PERSON EXHIBITING
PACKAGE
$450
An exhibiting table in
person, & in the virtual
space
Recognition on social
media
One staff registration or
scholarship

BAG/PROGRAM INSERT
$250
PDF attachment included
in Virtual Hub and inperson program for the
event
Included in social media
posts about the event
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IN-PERSON STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP
$240
Sponsor a student to
attend the full two-day
event in-person

IN-PERSON HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
$385.00
Sponsor a health care
professional to attend the
full two-day event inperson

IN-PERSON OPTIONS
Ann Arbor Marriott Ypsilanti at Eagle Crest
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VIRTUAL STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP
$75
Sponsor a student to
attend the full two-day
event virtually

VIRTUAL HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
$220
Sponsor a health care
professional to attend the
full two-day event virtually

BAG/PROGRAM INSERT
$250
PDF attachment included
in Virtual Hub and inperson program for the
event
Included in social media
posts about the event

VIRTUAL EXHIBITING
PACKAGE
$300
Exhibiting table
Recognition on social
media
One staff registration for
the virtual event

VIRTUAL OPTIONS
The Virtual Hub
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CONNECT WITH US TO SIGN UP
TODAY
To sign up now, visit our online
registration at bit.ly/AHIConfer.
Credit and check payments are accepted.
With questions or collaboration ideas
please contact:
Janine Driver: driverja@med.umich.edu

“The ability to connect
with the attendees at this event
was excellent. The
conversations fostered so many
innovative directions and a
greater appreciation for
possibilities.”

